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Abstract—The commercial drone market is booming. However
ubiquitous drones have raised great concern about people’s
privacy. Computer vision algorithms may disclose details of
human activities on the ground from the videos taken by drones.
We may mitigate the threats from adversarial computer vision
by exploring the limitations of computer vision techniques. In
this paper, we propose to mitigate the drone security and
privacy threats through regulating the drones altitude and its
on-board camera capability. We systematically study the factors
that can affect the effectiveness of drone attacks given the
camera specification, drone altitude and drone dynamics. We
validate our theoretical analysis by evaluating two scenarios,
password inference and facial recognition. It can be observed that
regulating drone altitude and camera capability shall preserve
human privacy on the ground.

Index Terms—Drones, Security, Privacy, Computer Vision

I. INTRODUCTION

Drones, or Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), have primar-
ily been used in military applications until recent commercial-
ization. Goldman Sachs predicts that the spending on drones
between 2016 and 2020 will be $17 billion worldwide in terms
of the consumer market [9]. Gartner estimates that around
3 million personal and commercial drones were shipped in
2017 [7]. The number of mini drones being sold worldwide
demonstrates their increasing popularity. One salient feature
of those drones is they are often equipped with cameras and
can be armed with powerful lightweight camcorders.

Drone privacy has been a great concern [8]. In our previous
work, we show that a camcorder on drones high in the
sky can be used to recover passwords and text entered on
smartphones and tablets [15]. Those attacks heavily rely on
the effectiveness and efficiency of computer vision techniques.
However, computer vision techniques have their limitations.
For example, if the video quality is poor, many computer
vision algorithms will not work. Both drone attack [15] and
face recognition requires sufficient resolution [3], [11], [13].
The video quality is affected by a variety of factors, such
as distance between the target and camera, camera angle and
camera quality.

In this paper, we propose to mitigate the drone security
and privacy threats through regulating the drones altitude and
its on-board camera capability. We may mitigate the threats
from adversarial computer vision by exploring the limitations

of computer vision techniques. The key idea is that we want
to keep sensitive entities in the video small so that computer
vision techniques cannot recover the sensitive information. For
example, if a human appears small in a video, we may not
need to worry that our physical privacy will be breached. If
the mobile device has low resolution in a video, the adversary
may not be able to recover the touch input.

The major contributions of this paper can be summarized
as follows. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first
to systematically address drone privacy through regulating a
drone’s payload. We analyze the image formation process of
the camera and theoretically study how to keep objects in an
image taken by a drone camera small in terms of pixels. We
also present the factors that affect the capability of cameras
carried by drones. Real world experiments are performed to
show how to regulate the camera on drones for the purpose
of human privacy on the ground.

The rest of the paper organized as follows. In Section II,
we review related work. In Section III, we briefly introduce
our drone based computer vision attack against smart devices.
In Section IV, we analyze the factors including camera and
drone’s dynamic that affect the performance of the drone based
computer vision attack and discuss how to mitigate the drone
threats. In Section V, we evaluate the result of regulating
drones. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORKS

Due to space limit, we only review related work on secu-
rity and privacy issues with civil drones. With the superior
flexibility, civil drones are suitable for converting to attack
platforms against privacy. In Yue’s paper, the adversary uses
a drone with a camcorder to take videos of people typing on
their mobile devices and retrieves the inputs by analyzing the
fingertip movement [15]. Sensepost Research Lab’s Snoopy
uses drone to set up a rogue Wi-Fi network [14]. After a
victim’s phone is connected to the counterfeit network, various
attacks can be easily performed. In Zhongli Liu’s paper, a
drone can carry a Wi-Fi sniffer and perform a surveillance
task [12]. The difference between this paper and the related
papers is that this paper focuses on the study of the limitations
of drone based computer vision attacks and derives a possible
solution to privacy concerns of drones with cameras.
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III. BACKGROUND

In this section, we briefly introduce our previous work on
drone attacks against smart devices [15].

A. Threat Model

In the proposed attack, we assume the drone is equipped
with a camcorder. The drone takes the video of the victim
inputting password on the touch screen on a smart device. The
content of the screen cannot be seen in the taken video due to
the distance between the drone and the victim, environment
light, and camera settings. We also assume that the attacker
can watch the video steam live by the camcorder’s wireless
function or other wireless video transmission hardware. The
attacker will adjust the drone’s position and attitude to keep
the target in the camera’s view during the attack process.

B. Attack Process

Figure 1 shows the workflow of the drone attack, which
tries to disclose the passcode on an iPad 2 via analyzing the
user’s hand and finger movement. There are eight steps.

1) Step 1: Taking videos: In this step, the adversary cap-
tures a video of a tapping victim. The fingertip movement and
the device screen are captured in the video, while the texts or
pop-ups are not visible in the video.

2) Step 2: Deriving keyboard layout: We draw the physical
device surface layout with the software keyboard as a picture.
The drawn device layout is denoted as reference device and
the drawn keyboard layout is denoted as reference keyboard .
The reference device and reference keyboard are on the same
plane. We assume the type and layout of the victim’s device
and the device’s keyboard is known by the attacker.

3) Step 3: Tracking the device: We apply the Deformable
Part-based Model (DPM) object detection algorithm [6] to
detect the device in the very first frame, and then track the
device in all video frames using the online tracking algorithm
based on boosting [10]. After we acquire the device’s position
in all frames, we can crop the frames, and keep only the device
screen area and the moving fingertip in the video. As a result,
we obtain a video with reduced size.

4) Step 4: Aligning the video: In this step, we derive the
planar homography matrix between the device in every video
frames derived in Step 3 and the reference device derived in
Step 2. Planar homography is a 2D projective transformation
that can relate two images on the same planner surface. With
the homography matrix, we can map all points on the device
in a video frame to the reference device. By doing this, the
relationship between the inputting fingertip and the keyboard
can be studied.

5) Step 5: Tracking fingertip movement: In this step, we
locate the fingertip top point in the video and map it to the
reference device and the reference keyboard. Connecting the
fingertip top points on the reference keyboard chronologically
produces the fingertip motion trajectory.

6) Step 6: Analyzing fingertip motion: We design a special
algorithm to analyze the fingertip motion trajectory derived in
Step 5. During a single key inputting process, the fingertip
will move to the key’s position, stop briefly and then move
to the next key’s position. By analyze the moving speed
and the turning angle of the fingertip, we can estimate the
touched points. We connect the estimated touched points
chronologically and derive the target typing pattern or target
pattern in short.

7) Step 7: Deriving passcode candidates: We first derive
candidate keys for each estimated touched point. The combina-
tions of these candidate keys generate the passcode candidates.
We connect the central points of keys in a candidate passcode
in chronological order and derive a candidate typing pattern
or candidate pattern in short.

8) Step 8: Ranking passcode candidates: In this step, we
rank the passcode candidates by comparing the similarity be-
tween a candidate pattern and the target pattern. The candidate
pattern with the highest similarity score indicates the most
possible passcode. We use vector similarity distance [4] and
turning function distance [2] as similarity metrics.

IV. ANALYSIS

In this section, we investigate factors affecting the drone
attack. We first study the impact of a drone’s height on the
size of the target in a video. We then study the impact of drone
vibration on the attack. At last, we discuss regulating drone
payload and altitude for privacy.

A. Target Size v.s. Drone Height
The size of the object (for example, a key on the software

keyboard) in a video directly affects the result of the attack.
If the size of the object is too small, it will be difficult to
recover the touch input since there are few pixels for each key
and the resolution is bad. If the resolution of the image is not
sufficient, many computer vision schemes cannot work well.

We now derive the dimension of the object in an image
taken by a drone in the sky. Without loss of generality, we
consider a simple case, in which we assume that the image
plane of the drone camera is parallel with the surface of the
target device (e.g., touch screen surface) on the ground. The
target object we analyze has a shape of a line segment such as
the edge of the device or the edge of a key. Fig. 2 shows the
object as PLPR. Please note that the image plane is drawn in
front of the optical center in Fig. 2 according to the computer
vision convention. The object’s width is l. The camera has a
focal length f and the distance between the drone camera’s
optical center C and the target is h. The principal axis

−−→
CP

is the line from the optical center perpendicular to the image
plane. The intersection of the principal axis and the touch
screen surface is P , which is also the center of PLPR in this
analysis. PLPR is projected to the image plane and its image
is P ′LP

′
R.

According to the image formation process, the width of the
device l′ in the image can be derived as follows,

l′ =
l

h/f
. (1)
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Fig. 1. Workflow of the attack

Denote pixel size as p. l′ = nip, where ni is the number
of pixels of the object in the image. Therefore we have the
following equation:

ni =
l

ph
f

. (2)

Fig. 2. Device Size in the Image

Given the object of width l, its size l′ in the video is
inversely proportional to the ratio of the height (h) over focal
length (f ). The device size increases if the ratio decreases.
If the drone flies higher, to keep the device the same size in
the video (or even to make it larger), the focal length must
increase and it is limited by the camera make and model.

In our experiments, we find that the image size l′ of the
target must be large enough for satisfying attack accuracy.
That is, when the drone flies higher, an adversary may have
to adjust the focal length to achieve the minimal l′ for decent
attack accuracy. Therefore, by regulating the capability of the
camera and the drone altitude, we can reduce l′ so that it is
too small and the resolution is not enough for a valid attack.
We can then achieve drone privacy. In the later discussion in
this section, we assume that l′ is a specific constant threshold
for decent attack accuracy. Because of the regulated drone
altitude and camera capability, if the object size is less than
l′, the object cannot be recognized.

B. Drone Drifting Away

Wind effect may cause the drone to move away from its
target. That is, the target may drift away from the field of
view (FOV) of the drone camera. The drone’s position-hold
function will try to drag the drone back to its original position.
For a quadcopter like the DJI phantom series, the drone tilts
to move back because of its mechanical dynamics design.
Particularly, the thrust to a corresponding rotor is changed
in order to change the pitch angle so that the drone moves
forward or backward. Roll and yaw are also adjusted by

changing the thrust to rotors. Adjusting pitch and roll causes a
drone tilting. Tilting also changes the camera angle and incurs
more difficulty in maintaining the target in the camera’s FOV.

We now calculate the FOV. In Fig. 2, we denote the width of
the image sensor SLSR on the image plane as d. The Angular
Field of View (AFOV) ]ACB is

AFOV = 2arctan
d

2f
. (3)

The optical center is C. The Field of View (FOV) of the
camera ACB in Fig. 2 can be derived as follows,

FOV = 2h tan
AFOV

2
=

hd

f
. (4)

The ratio of FOV over the dimension of the target in a video
can be calculated as follows,

FOV

l
=

hd

fl
. (5)

According to Equation (1), h/f = l/l′. Therefore,

FOV

l
=

ld

l′l
=

d

l′
. (6)

Therefore, we can derive the drift-away-distance Ddrift in
either direction horizontally for the drone camera to lose the
target if we assume that the target is at the center of the FOV
at the beginning,

Ddrift =
FOV − l

2
=

(d/l′ − 1)l

2
. (7)

However, it can be observed from Equation (7) that Ddrift

does not change with the height, since height is not a factor in
Equation (7). This is counter intuitive given that FOV increases
as the height increases. The reason is that we have to increase
the focal length to have the required target size l′ in the video
as the height increases.

C. Drone Tilting

Video quality plays a key role in accurately locating fingers
in a video and deriving the fingertip motion trajectory. Any
movement of the camera may incur the camera refocusing and
generate blurry videos. We use a camcorder with autofocus.
The camcorder may lose focus on a small target on the ground
because of the frequent vibration and movement of the camera.
In a windy scenario, we may have to manually maneuver the
drone and have the target back in the FOV of the camera.
Constant maneuvers often generate blurry videos because of
frequent angle and position changes.

If we assume that the drone is at the center of the FOV at the
beginning and the drone tilts more than ]PLCP = arctan l

2h
in either direction as shown in Fig. 2, we lose the target in
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the FOV. Similarly, if the drone tilts more than AFOV/2 (>
]PLCP ), there will be no target device in the video at all. If
the drone flies high, f has to be adjusted large enough to have
a reasonable size of the device in the video. We now derive
the relationship between AFOV, height of the drone and size
of the target in the video. From Equation (1), we know

f =
l′h

l
. (8)

Substitute (8) into (3),

AFOV = 2arctan
dl

2l′h
. (9)

Please note that l′ in Equation 9 is a specific constant for
decent attack accuracy. We can see as the drone’s height h
increases, AFOV decreases. This makes it harder to maintain
the target within the FOV of the camera if the drone flies very
high.

D. Impact of Drone Dynamics on the Attack

From the discussion above, we can see that when the
drone flies high, the adversary may lose the view of the
target since the drone may drift away and/or tilt. In our
experiments, when the wind speed is less than 3 miles per
hour (mph), we can easily keep the target within the camera
view and have expected quality videos. When the wind speed
is more than 10mph, it will be very hard to maneuver the
drone successfully. When the wind speed is between 3mph
and 10mph, it requires significant effort to control the drone
on target successfully. In all conditions, if the drone is at
a reasonable height, and the camera can capture the whole
typing process and the video is not blurry, adversary will have
a good chance to recover the touch input. Please also note that
the adversary may choose calm days without much wind for
the drone attack.

E. Regulating Drone Payload and Altitude for Privacy

Currently, Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has the
following flight regulations about small unmanned aircraft
(UAS): “You currently cannot fly a small UAS over anyone
not directly participating in the operation, not under a covered
structure, or not inside a covered stationary vehicle.” [5]; “In
Class G airspace, the aircraft is flown from the surface to not
more than 400 feet above ground level and complies with all
airspace restrictions and prohibitions.” [1] Such regulations
only limit the drone operation over other individuals and
properties and the maximum operation altitude. These reg-
ulations mainly consider the flight safety and collision hazard
prevention.

In order to regulate drone behavior to prevent the attacks we
discuss in this paper, the minimum distance from the drone to
individuals on the ground should be further regulated. When a
drone is carrying a camera with a high resolution image sensor
and long lens that adequately launch attacks from a certain
distance, the drone cannot operate within such a distance
to individuals and properties of interest. We may want the
distance to be large enough so that it is hard to manipulate the

drone for decent image quality. We may also want to regulate
the capability of the camera and other payloads of a drone for
user privacy on the ground.

V. EVALUATION

In this section, we present the results of regulating the
camera in order to protect user privacy on the ground. We first
present the experiment setup. We then present two scenarios:
password inference and facial recognition.

A. Experiment Setup

Recall that our goal is to derive the maximum attack
distance from the camera’s specification that can obtain a
minimum target image size for specific attack accuracy. Given
a too small target size in images, computer vision processing
algorithms will have poor results. We consider two types
of cameras: GoPro Hero 4 at a narrow FOV setting with
a recording resolution of 1920 × 1080 and Sony PJ275
recording at the resolution of 1920 × 1080. Since Sony PJ275
has an optical zoom lens, we will use its full zoom range.

We consider two common attack scenarios: 1. Drones taking
videos of a victim inputting passwords on an iPad 2 and
retrieving passwords based on the method we introduced in
Section III; 2. Drones taking videos of a crowd and perform
common facial recognition algorithm.

Fig. 3. Cameras v.s. Password Input

1) Drone v.s. password inputting: During our preliminary
experiments we found out in order to reach the first time
accuracy of close to 100%, with the taken video frames, iPad’s
long side length should be larger than 130 pixels. When the
iPad’s long side length is around 70 pixels, the first time
accuracy drop to about 75% and will continue to drop to 65%
when the side length is around 55 pixels. Based on the data
above and iPad 2’s physical size, we have the result shown in
Fig. 3. In order to reach 65%, 75% and 100% attack success
rate when using GoPro camera in this scenario, the maximum
attack distances are 6.42m, 5.23m and 2.75m respectively. For
the PJ275 camcorder, when the lens fully zooms in, it can
reach its maximum attack range at 77.61m for 100%, 147.47m
for 75% and 181.1m for 65%.

From Fig. 4, we can see that to keep the device’s long side
at the length of 133 pixels, the camera’s half AFOV is only
about 9.87◦ at the distance of 10 meters. If the drone tilts
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Fig. 4. Distance v.s. Half Camera Angular Field of View

the camera for more than 9.87◦, the device will be out of the
view of the camera. If the distance is 50 meters, this angle
will decrease to less than 1.99◦. At the theoretical maximum
distance, the half AFOV is only 1.44◦!

Assume that a drone is carrying a camera with 1920 ×
1080 resolution sensor and its lens’s AFOV is 10 degrees.
In order to prevent potential attacks upon smart devices, the
drone shouldn’t fly within 46.4 meters to the smart devices
and people holding the devices.

2) Drone v.s. facial recognition: People on the ground may
not want to be identified by a drone in the key. Here we assume
that a drone’s camera can capture the face of a victim, for
example, when the person lays on the ground. Different facial
recognition algorithms have different image size requirements.
In general, state-of-the-art algorithms can reach a true positive
rate of 99% with a false positive rate of 0.1% when the eye to
eye distance in the image is over 80 pixels. These algorithms
can reach a true positive rate of 70% and a false positive rate
of around 10% when the eye to eye distance on the image is
over 10 pixels [3], [11], [13]. For humans, the average eye to
eye distance is 62.5mm. Based on the data above, we have
Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Cameras v.s. Facial Recognition

From Fig. 5, it can be observed that when facial recognition
success rate is 99%, the maximum attack distance is only
1.18m for GoPro and 33.43m for Sony PJ275 at the largest
optical zooming ratio. The maximum attack distance increases
to 9.49m for GoPro and 267.48m (or 877.56 feet) for Sony
PJ275 when the success rate is 70%. The distances we derive
here are theoretical maximum distances. In practice, attack
distances are usually closer than these values due to the camera
vibration caused by drone’s random movement under the wind.

VI. CONCLUSION

While civil drones are booming on the market, their poten-
tial threat and privacy issues raise great concerns. In this paper,
we systematically study how to regulate the camera capability
and altitude so that computer vision algorithms will perform
poorly and user privacy on the ground can be preserved. In
particular, we theoretically analyze the relationship between
the camera focal length, distance between the target object
and camera, and the size of the target object in an image. We
also present factors that may affect the performance of cameras
carried by drones high above in the air. We evaluate the drone
attack’s limitations in two scenarios: password inference and
facial recognition. It can be observed that regulating drone
altitude and camera capability will be able to preserve user
privacy.
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